Date:
From:
To:
CC:

Sun, 5 Jul 2020 18:27:12 +0200
torsten@nenzen.net <torsten@nenzen.org>
paul.harvey@westmercia.pnn.police.uk

Subject:

Unjust inconsistency of applicable Coronavirus Act 2020.

contactus@westmercia.police.uk,
information@westmercia.pnn.police.uk,
droitwichwest.snt@westmercia.pnn.police.uk,
newsdesk@communities.gov.uk,
mhclgcorrespondence@communities.gov.uk,
ministry.of.justice.contact.us@notifications.service.gov.uk,
press.office@crimestoppers-uk.org,
enquiries@policeconduct.gov.uk,
robert.buckland.mp@parliament.uk,
kit.malthouse.mp@parliament.uk,
matt.hancock.mp@parliament.uk, robert.jenrick.mp@parliament.uk, jenrickr@parliament.uk

2020-07-05

United Kingdom’s British West Mercia Police.
https://www.westmercia.police.uk

Case Report: CO/00684/20
Investigating Officer: Inspector Paul Harvey
paul.harvey@westmercia.pnn.police.uk

Good day.
In reference to my previous email letter sent to West Mercia Police
on June 8 2020, and to which West Mercia Police replied by Royal
Mail letter on June 16 2020, I contact again West Mercia Police
today, July 5 2020, with purpose to understand further how any
West Mercia Police investigations might be progressing.
The most recent communication from West Mercia Police which
has reached me, is dated June 16 2020, with the following letter
content: http://www.kyrkor.be/200616_United-Kingdoms_British_WestMercia-Police_reply.pdf

From June 24 2020, the physically assaulting British landlords
evicted me from my address of 45 Coppice Way in Droitwich (WR9
9JB), and therefore, I have since been unable to receive any postal
letter communications from anyone through that address. From
June 23 2020 I have been homeless in relation to United Kingdom
by eviction from the physically assaulting British landlords.
All further communications with me, consequently must be
through my email address only, which is: torsten@nenzen.net.
Questions:
(1) Please legally justify your British Police’s interference of the
beneath described essential volunteer work on June 7 2020.
(2) In detail, please describe how this essential activity, as earlier
described to the British Police on May 21 2020, and implemented
on June 7 2020, would not satisfy the current Covid-19 guidelines
and legislation.
(3) In regards to relative risk of transmission of infectious
diseases, compared to other concurrent public activities or
demonstrations in United Kingdom on June 7 2020, please justify
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the British Police’s very targeted feelings/thoughts/opinions
pertaining to Christian evangelism.
Coronavirus Legislation: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/coronavirus
NHS Covid-19: https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19
GOV.UK Covid-19: https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus

Activity description:
One person, individually hand-delivering a religious literature, by
means of an outstretched arm towards one other individual person
who voluntarily receives the outstretched religious literature by
reciprocation of an outstretched arm. The distance between
deliverer and recipient is two outstretched arms apart (approx. 2m).
The ‘gathering’ will entail a maximum of two persons: a deliverer
and a receiver. The deliverer will remain stationed in one position,
and incentive to approach and receive will be by a receiver. The
deliverer will wear a face mask at all times. The deliverer will wear
disposable gloves at all times. The deliverer will regularly handsanitize. Any hand-delivered literature which has not been binned
correctly, but may have been discarded on the street, will not be
recycled into any re-distribution. Only at final conclusion of this
activity, any noticeably ill-discarded literature on pavement will be
picked up and binned correctly.

In spite of a very clear communication to the British Police that an
on-location confrontation by British Police would be unnecessary,
considering that British Police had ample time and opportunity to
counter-instruct by prohibition prior to initiation of the described
activity, and also that I prefer to not receive a contrary police
order in conjunction with the described essential volunteer work
onsite, your confrontational British Police on June 7 2020 evidently
ignored this previously very clear communication.
On June 7, 2020 at 1pm (13:00), adjacent to The Guildhall
Worcester on High Street in Worcester, UK, an overt operational
vehicle of West Mercia Police drove along this pedestrian street,
and stopped immediately next to the fixed position where the
person Torsten Nenzén was standing, alone. Torsten had arrived
on High Street in Worcester at 11:50am. Between 11:50am and
1pm, Torsten had stood in the same exact spot. Prior to West
Mercia Police car having stopped immediately next to Torsten at
1pm, Torsten had never initiated any approach towards any
person. Standing in this exact location at all times, Torsten had
politely greeted passing pedestrian with an outstretched arm,
holding an A6-format flyer with printed information about the
Biblical person Jesus Christ. Torsten did not approach anyone, but
Torsten allowed passing pedestrians to take initiative to approach
Torsten in order to receive the outstretched flyer. At all times,
Torsten wore a face mask and disposable gloves. Torsten
maintained a social distance to every person by two meters.
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Torsten had sanitized his hands with alcohol gel. Torsten had no
Covid-19 symptoms.
Audio recording of your British Police’s interference of the essential
volunteer work on June 7 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/2020-0607_West-Mercia-Police_UK_evangelism-interruption.mp3

When West Mercia Police car stopped immediately next to Torsten
on the pedestrian street, and the British Police began to speak to
Torsten, Torsten said to the Police: “Wait. I am going to initiate
an audio recording.”, where after Torsten took out his mobile
phone and initiated the audio recording.
PARTIAL TRANSCRIPT:

TORSTEN NENZEN:
Yes officer. You stopped me
while I’m handing out information about Jesus Christ.
OFFICER 3054: I never stopped you.
OFFICER 3054:
I am just asking you, I’m advising
you, encouraging you, perhaps to stop handing out
leaflets, and find alternative way to give out leaflets.
Cause my opinion is, you know, you can do this when
it’s calmed down. People are still trying keep
themselves safe, and I think you handing out leaflets
is not in the best bid of supporting the NHS.
OFFICER 3054: In my opinion you being in town is
not essential. My advice to you is stop giving out
leaflets. Consider your actions. And perhaps find an
alternative means of spreading the word of Jesus.
OFFICER 3054:
If I feel that you pose a risk you
might have to be reported for an offence.
OFFICER 3054: My advice to you is: Stop what you
are doing and go home.
Further, regarding the physically assaulting British landlords who
eventually evicted me from my address of 45 Coppice Way in
Droitwich (WR9 9JB) on June 24 2020, and who had physically
assaulted me inside my home of 45 Coppice Way earlier on May 7
2020, neither West Mercia Police nor the UK secretaries of state
for Justice/Policing/Health/Housing have bothered to reply or to
explain United Kingdom’s ethical or legal justification for British
landlords’ rights to physically assault tenants inside tenants’
homes, and to endanger the lives of tenants in United Kingdom
through intimate (20cm-distance) confrontational and forced
facial-speech contact against unwilling tenants during Covid-19
lockdown laws in effect of May 7 2020. Additionally, neither the
West Mercia Police nor the UK secretaries of state for
Justice/Policing/Health/Housing have bothered to reply or explain
United Kingdom’s ethical or legal justification for British landlords’
3

confiscation and damaging of tenants’ mobile phones. Online
copies of the letters to West Mercia Police and United Kingdom’s
national
government
secretaries,
are
found
here:
http://www.kyrkor.be/2020-06-12_Letter-to-UK-Secretariesof_Justice_Health_Housing_Policing.pdf

In regards to British Law under Covid-19 on incident date
May 7 2020, I would like to understand why British Law
Enforcement Officers of United Kingdom declare that British
Landlords have these following legal rights:
1. to harass tenants,
2. to forcibly enter tenants’ homes during the Covid-19
lockdown restrictions,
3. to violently assault persons who self-isolate in accordance
with Covid-19 instructions in tenants’ homes,
4. to threaten tenants’ cohabitants with eviction,
5. to confiscate and damage tenants’ mobile phones,
6. to possibly access tenants’ mobile phone data during
Landlords’ confiscation of tenants’ mobile phones, and
7. to forcibly endanger transmission of Sars-CoV-2 onto tenants
self-isolating inside homes, and thus risk infecting tenants
with Covid-19 disease?
http://www.kyrkor.be/2020-06-12_Letter-to-UK-Secretaries-of_Justice_Health_Housing_Policing.pdf

West Mercia Police, kindly answer the yet unanswered questions
1-3 above, and please answer the yet unanswered questions 1-7
above.
Thank you.
Best regards,
Torsten Nenzén
torsten@nenzen.net

United Kingdom’s British West Mercia Police postal reply on June 16, 2020:
http://www.kyrkor.be/200616_United-Kingdoms_British_WestMercia-Police_reply.pdf
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Date:
From:
To:

Subject:

Mon, 8 Jun 2020 00:18:54 +0100
torsten@nenzen.net <torsten@nenzen.org>
Contact Us WMP <contactus@westmercia.pnn.police.uk>, Information
Compliance
<information@westmercia.pnn.police.uk>,
contactus@westmercia.police.uk,
contactus@west-midlands.police.uk,
press.office@crimestoppers-uk.org,
enquiries@policeconduct.gov.uk,
wrsenquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk,
enquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk
Current interpretation & application of Coronavirus Act 2020, for specific
activity.

United Kingdom’s British West Mercia Police.
https://www.westmercia.police.uk

Good day.
Questions:
(1) Please legally justify your British Police’s interference of the
beneath described essential volunteer work on June 7 2020.
(2) In detail, please describe how this essential activity, as earlier
described to the British Police on May 21 2020, and implemented
on June 7 2020, would not satisfy the current Covid-19 guidelines
and legislation.
(3) In regards to relative risk of transmission of infectious
diseases, compared to other concurrent public activities or
demonstrations in United Kingdom on June 7 2020, please justify
the British Police’s very targeted feelings/thoughts/opinions
pertaining to Christian evangelism.
Coronavirus Legislation: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/coronavirus
NHS Covid-19: https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19
GOV.UK Covid-19: https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus

Activity description:
One person, individually hand-delivering a religious literature, by
means of an outstretched arm towards one other individual person
who voluntarily receives the outstretched religious literature by
reciprocation of an outstretched arm. The distance between
deliverer and recipient is two outstretched arms apart (approx. 2m).
The ‘gathering’ will entail a maximum of two persons: a deliverer
and a receiver. The deliverer will remain stationed in one position,
and incentive to approach and receive will be by a receiver. The
deliverer will wear a face mask at all times. The deliverer will wear
disposable gloves at all times. The deliverer will regularly handsanitize. Any hand-delivered literature which has not been binned
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correctly, but may have been discarded on the street, will not be
recycled into any re-distribution. Only at final conclusion of this
activity, any noticeably ill-discarded literature on pavement will be
picked up and binned correctly.

In spite of a very clear communication to the British Police that an
on-location confrontation by British Police would be unnecessary,
considering that British Police had ample time and opportunity to
counter-instruct by prohibition prior to initiation of the described
activity, and also that I prefer to not receive a contrary police
order in conjunction with the described essential volunteer work
onsite, your confrontational British Police on June 7 2020 evidently
ignored this previously very clear communication.
On June 7, 2020 at 1pm (13:00), adjacent to The Guildhall
Worcester on High Street in Worcester, UK, an overt operational
vehicle of West Mercia Police drove along this pedestrian street,
and stopped immediately next to the fixed position where the
person Torsten Nenzén was standing, alone. Torsten had arrived
on High Street in Worcester at 11:50am. Between 11:50am and
1pm, Torsten had stood in the same exact spot. Prior to West
Mercia Police car having stopped immediately next to Torsten at
1pm, Torsten had never initiated any approach towards any
person. Standing in this exact location at all times, Torsten had
politely greeted passing pedestrian with an outstretched arm,
holding an A6-format flyer with printed information about the
Biblical person Jesus Christ. Torsten did not approach anyone, but
Torsten allowed passing pedestrians to take initiative to approach
Torsten in order to receive the outstretched flyer. At all times,
Torsten wore a face mask and disposable gloves. Torsten
maintained a social distance to every person by two meters.
Torsten had sanitized his hands with alcohol gel. Torsten had no
Covid-19 symptoms.
Audio recording of your British Police’s interference of the essential
volunteer work on June 7 2020: http://www.kyrkor.be/2020-0607_West-Mercia-Police_UK_evangelism-interruption.mp3

When West Mercia Police car stopped immediately next to Torsten
on the pedestrian street, and the British Police began to speak to
Torsten, Torsten said to the Police: “Wait. I am going to initiate
an audio recording.”, where after Torsten took out his mobile
phone and initiated the audio recording.
PARTIAL TRANSCRIPT:

TORSTEN NENZEN:
Yes officer. You stopped me
while I’m handing out information about Jesus Christ.
OFFICER 3054: I never stopped you.
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OFFICER 3054:
I am just asking you, I’m advising
you, encouraging you, perhaps to stop handing out
leaflets, and find alternative way to give out leaflets.
Cause my opinion is, you know, you can do this when
it’s calmed down. People are still trying keep
themselves safe, and I think you handing out leaflets
is not in the best bid of supporting the NHS.
OFFICER 3054: In my opinion you being in town is
not essential. My advice to you is stop giving out
leaflets. Consider your actions. And perhaps find an
alternative means of spreading the word of Jesus.
OFFICER 3054:
If I feel that you pose a risk you
might have to be reported for an offence.
OFFICER 3054: My advice to you is: Stop what you
are doing and go home.
Thank you.
Best regards,
Torsten Nenzén
torsten@nenzen.net

PREVIOUS CORRESPONDENCE:

---------------------------Date:
From:
To:
Subject:

Thu, 21 May 2020 15:29:29 +0100
Torsten <torsten@[edited]>
wrsenquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk,
enquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk,
contactus@westmercia.police.uk,
information@westmercia.pnn.police.uk
Current interpretation & application of Coronavirus Act 2020, for specific
activity.

Worcester City Council’s Environmental & Public Health Department.
West Mercia Police’s South Worcestershire – Cathedral District.

Good afternoon,
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Can you please provide legal instruction regarding application of
current Covid-19 laws, relating to the freedom of speech, freedom
of peaceful assembly, and freedom of religion, and in specific
relation to this beneath described sought outdoor public activity
along High Street in Worcester:
Activity description:
One person, individually hand-delivering a religious
literature, by means of an outstretched arm towards one
other individual person who voluntarily receives the
outstretched religious literature by reciprocation of an
outstretched arm. The distance between deliverer and
recipient is two outstretched arms apart. The ‘gathering’
will entail a maximum of two persons: a deliverer and a
receiver. The deliverer will remain stationed in one
position, and incentive to approach and receive will be
by a receiver. The deliverer will wear a face mask at all
times. The deliverer will wear disposable gloves at all
times. The deliverer will regularly hand-sanitize. Any
hand-delivered literature which has not been binned
correctly, but may have been discarded on the street,
will not be recycled into any re-distribution. Only at final
conclusion of this activity, any noticeably ill-discarded
literature on pavement will be picked up and binned
correctly.
Interpretations of applications
restrictions, seem unclear.:

of

current

freedoms

and

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2020/7/contents/enacted/data.htm
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/staying-alert-and-safe-social-distancing/staying-alert-and-safe-social-distancing

Please advise ASAP, if the described activity above is currently
lawful, or prohibited.
Thank you.
Best regards,
Torsten Nenzén
torsten@nenzen.net
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Date:
From:
To:
Subject:

Thu, 21 May 2020 14:28:59 +0000
Contact Us WMP <contactus@westmercia.pnn.police.uk>
Torsten <torsten@[edited]>
THIS IS AN AUTOMATED MESSAGE

Thank you for contacting West Mercia Police. This is an automated message to acknowledge receipt
of your email.
This has been passed to our Contact Team, you will receive an initial response within 48 hours,
Monday to Friday.
Please note, this facility is for enquiries only;
if the matter is urgent you should ring 101, or in the case of an emergency 999.
Did you know that you can also do the following via our new website ?
West Mercia Police
· Report a crime on line via Report a crime
·
Contact the Firearms and Explosives Licensing Unit using our on line facility How to apply
for Shotgun Firearms or Explosives certificate
·
Make a complaint or pass a compliment by using the Complaint/Compliment link
·
Report lost or found property via Lost/found property

Date:
From:
To:
Subject:

Thu, 21 May 2020 17:30:07 +0000
Contact Us WMP <contactus@westmercia.pnn.police.uk>
'torsten@[edited]' <torsten@[edited]>
FW: Current interpretation & application of Coronavirus Act 2020, for specific
activity.

Dear Mr Nenzen,
I have forwarded your email to your local policing team for them
to advise you.
Kind regards
C7063
Contact Us.
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Date:
From:
To:

Subject:

Fri, 22 May 2020 09:42:11 +0100
Torsten <torsten@[edited]>
wrsenquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk,
enquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk,
Contact
Us
WMP
<contactus@westmercia.pnn.police.uk>,
Information
Compliance
<information@westmercia.pnn.police.uk>
Fwd: FW: Current interpretation & application of Coronavirus Act 2020, for
specific activity.

Worcester City Council’s Environmental & Public Health Department.
West Mercia Police’s South Worcestershire – Cathedral District.

Good morning,
Can you please provide legal instruction regarding application of
current Covid-19 laws, today, relating to the freedom of speech,
freedom of peaceful assembly, and freedom of religion, and in
specific relation to this beneath described sought outdoor public
activity along High Street in Worcester:
Activity description:
One person, individually hand-delivering a religious
literature, by means of an outstretched arm towards one
other individual person who voluntarily receives the
outstretched religious literature by reciprocation of an
outstretched arm. The distance between deliverer and
recipient is two outstretched arms apart. The ‘gathering’
will entail a maximum of two persons: a deliverer and a
receiver. The deliverer will remain stationed in one
position, and incentive to approach and receive will be
by a receiver. The deliverer will wear a face mask at all
times. The deliverer will wear disposable gloves at all
times. The deliverer will regularly hand-sanitize. Any
hand-delivered literature which has not been binned
correctly, but may have been discarded on the street,
will not be recycled into any re-distribution. Only at final
conclusion of this activity, any noticeably ill-discarded
literature on pavement will be picked up and binned
correctly.
Interpretations of applications
restrictions, seem unclear.:

of

current

freedoms

and

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2020/7/contents/enacted/data.htm
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/staying-alert-and-safe-social-distancing/staying-alert-and-safe-social-distancing

Please advise today, if the described activity above is currently
lawful, or prohibited.
Thank you.
Best regards,
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Torsten Nenzén
torsten@nenzen.net

Date:
From:
To:
Subject:

Fri, 22 May 2020 11:44:36 +0000
Contact Us WMP <contactus@westmercia.pnn.police.uk>
'torsten@[edited]' <torsten@[edited]>
RE: FW: Current interpretation & application of Coronavirus Act 2020, for
specific activity.

Good Afternoon
Thank you for your enquiry, This has been sent to your local
policing and a request has been sent for them to contact you.
You can also check the guidelines on the gov.uk/coronavirus
website.
Regards
Contact Us WMP 8261

Date:
From:
To:

Subject:

Fri, 22 May 2020 14:00:33 +0100
Torsten <torsten@[edited]>
wrsenquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk,
enquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk,
Contact
Us
WMP
<contactus@westmercia.pnn.police.uk>,
Information
Compliance
<information@westmercia.pnn.police.uk>
Fwd: RE: FW: Current interpretation & application of Coronavirus Act 2020,
for specific activity.

Worcester City Council’s Environmental & Public Health Department.
West Mercia Police’s South Worcestershire – Cathedral District.
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Good afternoon, again.
West Mercia Police: – Thanks for replying with a reference to
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus which I have read previously.
Unless West Mercia Police were to instruct differently today, prior
to tomorrow Saturday May 23 2020, I retain an understanding
that the essential volunteer work as described beneath satisfies
the current guidelines and the Coronavirus Legislation:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/coronavirus.
If the described activity would be deemed by West Mercia Police
as prohibited, then please respond today including the legal text
with West Mercia Polices’ argument for its interpretation.
Sought outdoor public volunteer work on High Street in Worcester:
Activity description:
One person, individually hand-delivering a religious
literature, by means of an outstretched arm towards one
other individual person who voluntarily receives the
outstretched religious literature by reciprocation of an
outstretched arm. The distance between deliverer and
recipient is two outstretched arms apart (approx. 2m).
The ‘gathering’ will entail a maximum of two persons: a
deliverer and a receiver. The deliverer will remain
stationed in one position, and incentive to approach and
receive will be by a receiver. The deliverer will wear a
face mask at all times. The deliverer will wear disposable
gloves at all times. The deliverer will regularly handsanitize. Any hand-delivered literature which has not
been binned correctly, but may have been discarded on
the street, will not be recycled into any re-distribution.
Only at final conclusion of this activity, any noticeably illdiscarded literature on pavement will be picked up and
binned correctly.
Today is the time for West Mercia Police to instruct if the above
described activity would be considered prohibited, as I prefer to
not receive a contrary police order during the described volunteer
work onsite. Such an onsite police confrontation would be
unnecessary, as West Mercia Police has the option today to
counter-instruct prior to initiation of the described activity for
tomorrow May 23 2020.
Please advise today, if the described activity above is currently
lawful, or currently prohibited. If latter, then please motivate.
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Thank you.
Best regards,
Torsten Nenzén
torsten@nenzen.net

Date:
From:
To:
Subject:

Fri, 22 May 2020 13:06:46 +0000
Contact Us WMP <contactus@westmercia.pnn.police.uk>
'torsten@[edited]' <torsten@[edited]>
FW: RE: FW: Current interpretation & application of Coronavirus Act 2020,
for specific activity.

Dear Torsten,
Thank you for contacting us.
As I can see from previous emails, your emails have been
forwarded onto the Safer Neighbourhood Police Team.
Please allow them a few days to reply, if they feel they need to
reply.
Regards
Contact Us 62007

Date:
From:
To:

Fri, 22 May 2020 14:40:16 +0100
Torsten <torsten@[edited]>
Contact Us WMP <contactus@westmercia.pnn.police.uk>, Information
Compliance
<information@westmercia.pnn.police.uk>,
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Subject:

wrsenquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk,
enquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk
Fwd: FW: RE: FW: Current interpretation & application of Coronavirus Act
2020, for specific activity.

West Mercia Police’s South Worcestershire – Cathedral District.

Good afternoon.
West Mercia Police, again: – Thank you for provision of your
instruction; an order to wait a few days for a reply.
WMP: “Please allow them a few days to reply.”
Hence, the planned activity for this Saturday May 23 2020 on High
Street in Worcester is postponed a few days, while awaiting a
response from the Safer Neighbourhood Police Team.
Unless the Safer Neighbourhood Police Team were to
respond with a contrary instruction of prohibition of the
described activity, the earliest date for commencement of
this activity is now rescheduled, to Wednesday May 27
2020.
Sought outdoor public volunteer work on High Street in Worcester:
Activity description:
One person, individually hand-delivering a religious literature, by means of
an outstretched arm towards one other individual person who voluntarily
receives the outstretched religious literature by reciprocation of an
outstretched arm. The distance between deliverer and recipient is two
outstretched arms apart (approx. 2m). The ‘gathering’ will entail a
maximum of two persons: a deliverer and a receiver. The deliverer will
remain stationed in one position, and incentive to approach and receive will
be by a receiver. The deliverer will wear a face mask at all times. The
deliverer will wear disposable gloves at all times. The deliverer will regularly
hand-sanitize. Any hand-delivered literature which has not been binned
correctly, but may have been discarded on the street, will not be recycled
into any re-distribution. Only at final conclusion of this activity, any
noticeably ill-discarded literature on pavement will be picked up and binned
correctly.

Thank you.
Best regards,
Torsten Nenzén
torsten@nenzen.net
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